
SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS (STATISTICS) – GRACIOUSNESS SURVEY 2021-22

1. Sentiment toward State of Graciousness

Overall perceptions towards graciousness in Singapore have remained relatively stable
since 2020.

State Of Singapore’s Graciousness Mean (Out of 10)

2022 6.6

2021 6.6

2020 6.1

2. State of Neighborliness

The overall satisfaction of neighbourliness remained high, with 3 in 4 respondents
satisfied with their neighbour relationships.

Overall satisfaction of neighbourliness %

Satisfied 76

Most neighbours yearned for quiet, pleasant and clean living environments, though
during the pandemic, encounters and subsequent experiences with neighbourly
inconveniences grew, particularly with second-hand smoke and noisy environments.

Prevalence of Ungracious Behaviours during COVID-19 %

Neighbours do not respect quiet hours 31

Neighbours cluttering up common spaces 30

Neighbours smoking in common areas / near windows / balconies 43

Neighbours carrying out sudden activities that produce loud
noises without giving advance notice

40



Only a third would make the effort to resolve neighbourly inconveniences or will be
willing to do so.

Willingness to Resolve Neighbourly Inconveniences %

Approach neighbours first if you experience any neighbourly
inconveniences or disturbances (e.g. noise, second-hand smoke),
rather than seek help from the authorities

33

Try mediation at the Community Mediation Centre if neighbourly
inconveniences or disturbances cannot be self-resolved

30

3. State of Online Graciousness

While the overall perception of graciousness online remained stable from 2020, there
were calls to raise awareness of its importance, and some also indicated how
encounters with ungraciousness in the digital world would affect how they perceive the
same in offline environments.

Attitudes towards Online Graciousness Strongly Agree /
Agree

More needs to be done to educate people on gracious behaviour
in the digital world

89%

Cyberbullying has become a serious problem in the digital world 88%

Gracious behaviours are usually neglected in the digital world 79%

When I come across negative comments or poor behaviours
online (e.g. trolling / cyberbullying), it affects how gracious I feel
Singapore is offline

77%


